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Since a high-Q cavity is needed to sustain the visible line, this intensity cannot be modulated at the rate of the higher gain infrared line which can be sustained in a nruch lower Q cavity. Working entirely in the infrared removes this limitation on the interferometer response time.
The filter indicated in Fig. 1 The amplitude of the modulation due to ambient vibrations is comparable to that of a full fringe and, hence, is ordinarily mor·e than five times the amplitude of the desired small shift response. Since the spectrum of this coarse noise falls below about 100 Hz, it is easily excluded by an amplifier whose lower cutoff frequency is above 100 Hz but well below 1 kHz.
To estimate the accuracy of the interferometer in an experiment, a fast-injection hydrogen gas cell was inserted in the external cavity, The cell con- that preceding the arrival of gas) to obtain the fringe shift due to the gas.
The interferometer was arranged to observe the plasma density on-axis of a mirror field. A deuterium plasma of kilovolt energy was injected transversely into a 5-kG magnetic mirror field by a coaxial M:lrshall gun. Because the plasma experiment was contained in a large vacuum tank, the work path of the interferometer was about 4 m long. Plasma radiation did not disturb the infrared detector since a germanium filter was placed in the beam path. The data of Fig. 4 show the one-tenth fringe shift, the gun current, and the sinusoidal calibration response.
The sinusoidal response is set to one-tenth fringe peak-to -peak and the gun is timed to fire near a peak of this response. The integrated density for The present technique provides a method of measuring plasma densities with a sensitivity of about 1/100 fringe and with a frequency response sufficient to measure plasma events taking place faster than 1 µsec. In addition to the increased sensitivity, the method provides for greater ease in set-up and reduction when compared with the previous fringecounting techniques.
